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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3216363A1] A die-cast snap button or die-cast press stud, particularly for items of clothing or leather goods, including handbags, other
leather accessories or the like, including a female section designed to anchor a male section in a fastening. The female section comprises a circular
flat body (1) with a central hole (2) which is connected, at two sections opposite each other, at the lower part of a conical ring (3), coaxial to said
hole, so creating an empty bilateral space. In said empty space an elastic rectangular body (6) is placed by the long side. To allow said placement,
the elastic rectangular body presents a slot in the short side. The upper diameter (8) of the conical ring is smaller than the diameter of the hole in
the circular flat body and the lower diameter (9) of the conical ring is larger than the short side of elastic body, just ensuring strong fastening and an
excellent snap-action. The elastic body surrounds the conical ring and it's blocked into the lateral slots.
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